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lowed by disintegration in Tigre, might well 
do. 
How could a really damaging campaign 
By G. L. STEER Jibuti railway, cannot be threatened more of this kind be fought on the Italo·Somali· 
Wireless to The New Y ork T imes nearly from any other Italian possession. land frontier? First, by glueing the Italian 
Addis Ababa, Aug. 29 If the Italians make a land attack across forces to Eritrea and encouraging them to 
The Ethiopian general staff is making its the desert the Ethiopians feel -their supply extend their communications with their fly-
preparations in the expectation that the first lines will be so elongated and attenuated ing columns in the Tigre uplands so they 
Italian attack will come from the north, that guerrilla forces from Dessie and Har- cannot spare men for a drive on Harrar or 
with Adowa as the objective-a direct attack rar, scissoring the communications, can cut Arussi Galla across Ogaden. 
being covered by flank action through the the nerves of any real invasion. It is an air At the moment there are probably no 
Takkaze Valley and in Nor theastern Wal· attack that the Ethiopians fear. For that more than 60,000 men in Somaliland, al-
kait. Here the Empero.r and Ras Seyyum, reason the Dessie forces have received the though this calculation takes no account of 
his commander in the Tigre district, are same orders as the armies of the north and the latest mobilizations of Italy which may 
agreed to retire strategically before the northwest; never to mass, always to scatter be bound for the new port of Bender Kassim 
Italians. But if the Italian aim is to con· by day and assemble to attack at night. r ather than for Massawa. If Italian troops 
quer the whole country with a view to The Ethiopian general staff believes that in Somaliland remain about 60,000, the 
establishing a protec· ;-J ::.._ _ _:.::_::._..:..:.:._...:.::~----_::__:._:::...,'------_:__:_:._ _ _:_=::.:..::..:::::._..:..:.:=.::::.:.::=.:_:_..:..:.::::.: Ethiopians who recall 
torate, simultaneous General Graziani's re· 
attacks from the east putation as a careful 
and . south must be fighter, believe he will 
guarded against. not try a sudden, swift 
In the east 40,000 attack on Harrar a-
Italian troops are re· cross the waterless and 
ported to have been trackless Ogaden. He 
concentrated at Assab, will advance gradual· 
where they face the ly and finally his front 
dim Wallo mountains will become too long 
and menace Dessie, the to hold. 
Crown Prince's prov· Then will come the 
ince. Assab is also Ethiopians' chance to 
within air range of the slip in and destroy or 
two towns of Ethiopia, win over the native 
Addis Ababa and Har· I Somali irregulars that 
rar. I Italy is using on the 
In the south Italy Somali! and front. The 
has a choice of routes fact of an overwhelm-
-an advance upon ing proportion of na· 
Harrar, between Wal· tive to white troops, 
wal and Fort .Damot, necessitated by the 
or a slower movement malarial heat of Oga· 
up the W ebbe Shibeli, den, gives the Ethi-
or else a march from opians hope and partly 
Dolo into the r ich, explains the Emperor's 
lovely Arussi Galla visit to Jijiga four 
country. months ago. 
Air Base Suspected If the native irregu· Iars can be crumpled 
Assab, it is report· up the Somaliland 
ed, is more heavily AT THE SHORES OF A LAKE ___ f rontier is open to any 
fortified than any other base in Italian East if it can tie up enough Italian troops in determined force. Once the Somali tribes 
Africa. This is informative, for desolate Northern Ethiopia and Danakil it can spare feel t hat victory is tilting to the Ethiopian 
Assab, whose single road into the interior enough of its own soldiers for a counter· side their color and the injuries they are 
attack in the south. General Graziani com· said to have received in the past year may 
has already caused some dispute between mands what is believed to be an inadequate result in the colony's exploding in revolt. 
Italian and Ethiopian engineers, lies fenced force there, and an I talian defeat on the Such is the general Ethiopian idea of a 
between sixty miles of the fierce Danakil Somaliland front, caused by Ethiopian in- campaign in the south. 
waste. filtration and tribal r ebellion, might, it is Ogaden, with its weary miles of thick, 
With so many troops at Assab, why should thought here, ruin Italy's military prestige dust-laden camel trails, its heats a nd fevers, 
the base be so heavily. fortified? The Ethi· and finish the war. its brackish wells and fla~, featureless ground 
In the Ethiopian view, at any rate, that is and its nomad tribes, always has been dis-
opians think it is only because there is some· the only way to finish the war quickly. tasteful to the Ethiopian highlander. He 
thing fragile that Italy must protect behind Even if unsuccessful, it does not leave Italy's can perfectly well fight a campaign in Oga· 
the desert-that is to say, aircraft, whose task of conquest in the central mountain den, as he showed during the 1903 season 
ground organization is highly vulnerable but massif of Amhara and Gojjam any easier, against the Mullah, when an Ethiopian force 
whose targets, Addis Ababa, Harrar and the as an unsuccessful Ethiopian offensive fol- spent some months in. Ogaden and gained 
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two signal victories over the Dervishes. 
Southern Garrisons 
But the Ethiopian hates to garri_son or 
administer Ogaden, and even now his ad-
vanced headquarters are no further south 
than Daggah Bur. At Gerlogubi near the 
large Ital ian advanced post at \"lardair 
there are not over 1,000, while Ado, the 
Ethiopian companion post north of the 
neutral zone, has a wretched, green water 
supply and is occupied by only 150. 
The chief road northward used by Ethi-
opian motor trucks runs due west of Ger· 
logubi to Gorahai, then follows the Fafan 
River to Sasa Baneh. It is well maintained 
and speedily traversed. There is an alter· 
na tive but less satisfactory route direct from 
Harradigit to Gerlogubi, and in case of war 
the Emperor may use the track blazed by 
the boundary and grazing commissions along 
the British Somaliland frontier, thus laying 
his left flank along British territory. But 
in the south, as in the north, the Emperor 
will wait for the Italians to make the first 
move, and it is the Italian pos ition in 
Somaliland that tells more secr ets now. 
Since the rains broke in the interior and 
the monsoon opened at Mogadiscio, that 
port-dangerous at best- has been unem-
ployable. For this r eason, and in order to 
expedite the transport of troops from the 
north, the Italians have developed a new 
port at Bender Kassim on the Gulf of Aden. 
From Bander Kassim and for 350 mil es 
along the British Somali land frontier Italian 
troops and workmen have dri,·cn a great 
road to Mogadiscio. 
Tribal Troubles 
From the new road there are several 
radial routes toward \"lalwal and \"lardair, 
but at present they are of doubtful value. 
Late information suggests that Italian rela-
tions with the tribes behind vValwal and 
Wardair are becoming difficult and may be 
really t ense when the rains are over. 
\"lalwal, with its hundreds of brackish 
pits, and vVardair, too, with its quota of 
Somali water, always have been the chief 
reservoirs for the Somali herds in this dry 
camel country. But it is reported that the 
Italian troops have swallowed up the wells 
in the past ten months to the detrimen t of 
the tribes. \Vhat will happen m the dry 
season if an advance opens on Harrar and 
every Ogaden well is occupied by Italian 
troops to assure a cont inual water supply? 
Perhaps, think the Ethiopians, tribal dis-
content will g ive the stimulus required to 
s tart a great movement. At any rate, the 
Ethiopians hope to turn tribal grievances to 
good account when the Ital ian front is ex· 
tended toward Harrar and is penetrable 
over the grasslands to the west of the Web· 
be Shebell. 
The New York Times, Sept. 1, 1935 
The Suez Canal and Its * * 
* * International Status 
The free navigation of the Suez CanaJI was 
guaranteed by the Convention between Great 
Britain, Austria- Hungary, France, Germany, 
Italy, the Netherlands, Russia, Spain, and 
Turkey, respecting the Free Navigation of 
the Suez Maritime Canal, signed at Con-
stantinople on Oct. 29, 1888. The text of 
this Convention is g iven in Volume 79 of 
British and Foreign State Papers, page 18. 
The essence of the Convention is conta in-
ed in the fir st of its seventeen articles, which 
lays down that: 
The Suez Maritime Canal shall always 
be free and open, in time of war as in time 
of peace, to all merchant or war vessels 
without Hag discrimination. 
Consequently, the High Contracting Par· 
ties agree in no way to prevent the free use 
of the Canal in time of war as in time of 
peace. 
The Canal shall never be used for the 
exercise of the right of blockade. . 
The provisions of the other relevant Ar-
ticles are as follows: 
ARTICLE IV.--The Maritime Canal re· 
maining open in time of war as a free pas-
sage, even to the ships of war of belligerents, 
according to the terms of Article I of the 
present Treaty, the High Contracting Parties 
agree that no right of war, no act of hostili-
ty, nor any act having for its object to 
obstruct the free navigation of the Canal, 
shall be committed in the Canal and its 
ports of access. as well as within a radius 
of three marine miles from those ports, 
even though the Ottoman Empire should be 
one of the belligerent Powers. 
Vessels of war of belligerents shall not 
r evictual or take in stores in the Canal and 
its ports of access, except in so far as may 
be strictly necessary. The transit of the 
aforesaid vessels through the Canal shall be 
effected with the leas t possible delay, in ac· 
c01·dance with the Hegulations in force, and 
without any o ther intermiss ion than that 
resulting from the necessi ti es of the service. 
Their stay at Port Said and in the road-
stead of Suez shall not exceed twenty-four 
hours, except in the case of distress. In 
such case they shall be bound to leave as 
soon as possible. An interval of twenty· 
four hours shall always elapse between the 
sa iling of a belligerent ship from one of the 
ports of access and the departure of a ship 
belonging to the host il e Power. 
ARTICL!; V.-In time of war belligerent 
Powers sha ll not disembark nor embark 
w·ithi n the Canal and its ports of access 
either troops, munitions, or mater ia ls of 
war. But in case of an accidental hindrance 
in the Canal, men may be embarked or 
disembarked at the ports of access by 
detachments not exceed ing 1000 men, with 
a corresponding amount of war material. 
ARTICLE IX.-The Egyptian Government 
shall , within the limits of its powers result-
ing from the Firmans, and under the con· 
ditions provided for in the present Treaty, 
take the necessary measures for insuring 
the execution of the said Treaty. 
In case the Egyptian Government should 
not have suiEcient means at its disposal, it 
shall call upon the Imperial Ottoman Gov-
ernm ent, which shall take the necessary 
measures to respond to such appeal ; shall 
give notice thereof to the Signatory P ow· 
ersl of the Declaration of London of the 
17th March, 1885; and shall , if necessary, 
VOL. IX, NO. 3 
ADOWA: THE ITALIAN 
DISASTER OF 1896 
Disputes arose between Italy and Abys-
sinia in 1895, after the establishment of the 
Italian colony of Eritrea on the shores of 
the !led Sea; and, in March, General Bara-
tieri undertook the conquest of Tigre, the 
northern province of Abyssinia. At first he 
met: with success; but in December he push-
ed a detachment as far sou th as Amba 
Alagi, and it was almost annihilated. There-
a fter Baratieri's tactics were indecisive and 
the Government decided to supersede him. 
Meanwhile, anxwus to win some success 
before the r elieving general arrived, Bara· 
tieri attacked, in a weak position, at Adowa. 
The rout of the Italians was complete. They 
lost 4600 white troops and nearly 3000 native 
sold iers k illed and wounded, while be tween 
2500 and 3000 prisoners were taken by 
the enemy. The Abyssinian losses were 
about 10,000. Signor Mussolini was re· 
ported to have said recently: "Remember 
Italy has always defeated the black races. 
Only one battle turned against us-at 
Adowa. That was due simply to the over· 
whelming superiori ty in numbers of the 
enemy, when four thou sand Italians had to 
fi ght against one hundred thousand Abys-
sinians." 
T/w Illustrated London News 
concert with them on the subj ect. 
The provisions of Articles IV, V, VII, and 
VIII shall not interfere with the measures 
which shdl be taken in virtue of the present 
Article. 
ARTICLE X.-Similarly, the provisions of 
Articles IV, V, VII, and VIII shall not 
interfere with the measures which His Maj· 
esty the Sultan and His Highness the 
Khedive, in the name of His Imperial Maj-
esty, and within the limits of the Firmans 
granted, might find it necessary to take for 
securing by their own forces the defence of 
Egypt and the maintenance of public order. 
In case His Imperial Majesty the Sultan, 
or His Highness the Khedive, should find it 
necessary to avail themselves of the excep-
tions for which this Article provides, the 
Signatory Powers of the Declaration of 
London shall be notified thereof by the Im· 
perial Ottoman Government. . . . · 
ARTICLE XI.-The measures which shall 
be taken in the cases provided for by Arti· 
des IX and X of the present Treaty shall 
not interfere with the free use of the Canal. 
In the same cases, the erection of permanent 
fortifications contrary to the provisions of 
Article VIII is prohibited. 
Hatifications of the Convention were de-
posited in December, 1888. Great B ritain, 
however, withheld ratification as he r signa· 
lure had been subject to the reservation 
that it was not to become e ffective " in view 
of the transitional state of Egypt at the 
time" during the British occupation. In 
accordance with the Anglo-French Agree-
ment of 1904 the British Government agreed 
to give effect to the Convention on condi tion 
that the provision of Article VIII concern· 
ing its annual superv is ion by the agents of 
the signatory Powers in Egypt remained in 
abeyance. 
The question of closing the Suez Canal, 
in the hypothetical case of Italy being de· 
dared an aggressor by the League, has been 
raised in the House of Commons and widely 
discussed. Thus an examination of the pro· 
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visions of the Convention and the legal 
position' with regard to the execution of 
such a decision is not out of place. 
Article I lays down unequivocally that the 
Canal shall always be free and open to 
vessels of all kinds and of every flag, and 
the Contracting Parties undertake not to 
interfere with this freedom. 'Articles IV, V, 
and VI contain the rules to be applied to the 
vessels of belligerents in the event of war. 
To this freedom there is one reservation. 
As the Canal runs through territory lying 
within the jurisdiction of a sovereign State 
it is natural that the right of that State 
to take legitimate action in. self-defence 
should be reserved. Articles IX and X 
allocate to the Egyptian Government the 
task of insuring the execution of the Treaty 
and the right to secure by its own forces the 
defence of Egypt and the maintenance of 
public order. While Article XI states that 
measures under the two preceding Articles 
shall not interfere with the free use of the 
Canal, the view has always been taken in 
Great Britain that the obligation to insure 
the safety of the Canal is paramount. 
The provisions of the Convention are, 
therefore, clear; subject only to the exercise 
of the right of legitimate self-defence and 
to action to insure the safety <if the Canal, 
there can be no r estriction, provided that 
the rules are observed, on the free use of 
the Canal. 
On two occasions in the past the Canal 
has been closed, and on a third the ques· 
tion of free use was raised. 
The first was in 1882 (and therefore be· 
fore the signature of the Convention) when, 
during the revolt of Arabi Pasha against 
the Khedive of Egypt, the safety of the 
Canal was thought to be imperilled. Before 
the battle of Telel-Kebir British troops 
under Sir Garnet Wolseley were landed at 
Suez.and Port Said, and British ships were 
stationed at the latter. For three days the 
Canal was iri British hands and ships in the 
Canal or entering it were stopped. This 
action was carried out under a decree of 
the Khedive, da ted August 15, 1882, which 
recognised" the military occupation charged 
to r e-establish order in Egypt, and authoris-
ed them to occupy all the ports necessary." 
The action of British troops was, therefore, 
undertaken for the benefit of and at the invi-
tation of the territorial Power. The incident, 
however, raised the question of free use and 
gave rise to certain negotiations, which re-
sulted in the conclusion of the Convention 
of 1888. 
During the Spanish-American war of 1898 
the attempt of the Spanish Fleet to coal at 
Suez on its way through the Canal was 
frustrated by the Canal authorities in ac-
cordance with the provisions of Article IV 
of the Convention. 
The third occasion on which the Canal 
was closed was during the Great W ar, when 
free access and transit were stopped for a 
short period during which Egyptian territory 
and the safety of the Canal were actually 
endangered by the advance of the Turkish 
forces. During the rest of the war the 
freedom of the Canal' was maintained. Cer-
tain enemy ships found themselves or took 
refuge in the Canal when war broke out; 
they were offered a free pass, but when tliey 
refused to accept it or sought to make use 
of the Canal merely as a place of refuge, 
they were conducted outside territorial 
The Air Armaments Race 
AS SEEN THROUGH FRENCH EYES.-2 
by HENRI BOUCHE 
(Continued from Sept. N umber) 
Decreasing Estimates of the Military 
Strength of the German Air Force 
About a year ago, .during a campaign to 
encourage France to build "thousands· of 
aircraft," Lord Rothermere declared that 
Hitlerised Germany had at its disposal 25,-
000 military machines. On May 15, 1935, 
the same gentleman stated in the House of 
Lords that Germany had at that time 10,000 
bombers, each capable of carrying about a 
ton of powerful explosives. H e added that 
he had been at considerable pains to estab-
lish these facts, and that he. made the state-
ment in full realisation of his responsibili-
ties. 
But at the beginning of April 1935, Mr. 
Toukhatchevski, Deputy-Commissioner for 
War in the U.S.S.R., wrote in the Pravda 
(April 12, 1935) : "Twelve air regiments 
serve in Germany 2100 bombing and fight-
ing aircraft; sixteen regiments, organised 
by Goring, are stationed at the main stra-
tegic points, with war material consisting of 
1600 fighters and reaonnaissance aircraft. 
That is a total of 3700 aircraft." 
A short time before, however, informing 
the Aeronautic Commission of the French 
Chamber (Le T emps, November 1934), the 
Minister of Air .stated : "At the beginning 
of 1934, Germany possessed only a converti-
ble commercial air fleet; not a military 
one .... From the beginning of 1935 she 
waters. During the war British command 
of the seas at both ends of the Canal effec-
tively prevented enemy vessels from ap· 
preaching it. 
While these instances of closure have no 
direct hearing upon the present situation, 
they are interesting for the light they throw 
on the legal position. It is clear that the 
freedom of the Canal is guaranteed, subject 
only to certain minor restrictions upon bel· 
ligerents and to the reservations regarding 
the defence of Egyptian territory. 
This being the case a legal basis for clos-
ing the Canal must be sought elsewhere. 
It has been suggested that the Council of 
the League of Nations should, in the hypo-
thetical case mentioned, decide upon the 
closing of the Canal as a sanction against 
Italy under Article 16 of the Covenant. 
Such action naturally presupposes resort to 
war by Italy "in disr egard of its covenants 
under Articles 12, 13 or 15," whereupon "it 
shall ipso facto be deemed to have commit· 
ted an act of war against all other Members 
of the League," which undertake to subject 
it to specified sanctions. 
In this case the closing of the Canal 
would probably be entrusted to Great 
Britain, as the agent of Egypt, acting with 
the co-operation ofF ranee. 
Such a decision having been taken by the 
League the question arises as to whether 
the League has the legal r ight to over-rule 
international conventions which have been 
recognised as valid. By certain Articles of 
the P eace Treaties of Versailles, St. Ger-
main, Trianon and Lausanne, the validity of 
the Convention of 1888 has been specifically 
will possess from 1000 to 1100 military air· 
craft." 
Yet, six months later, on May 22, 1935, 
the British Air Minister, Lord Londonderry, 
explained to the House of Lords that if the 
German leaders claimed that they already 
had 800 or 850 military aircraft they could 
only justify that figure by counting as such 
" machines very different" from those which, 
in England, form the first-line strength . . . In 
other words, according to Lord London· 
derry, a German military air strength esti-
mate d at 800 aircraft is an exaggeration of 
the facts. We share this opinion. 
. Can one get still nearer to the truth? 
Since March to last, the date on which the 
German Air Minister announced the official 
formation of a Reich Military Air Force, 
two " Squadrons " have been paraded in 
public. On March 28 the "Richthofen" 
Squadron was reviewed by the Chancellor 
at Doberitz: it turned out with twenty·seven 
single-seater Arado fighter machines, with 
B.M,W.-VI. engines (not supercharged), 
which are certainly incapable of up-to·date 
performances, and can only represent a 
transitory type. Later, on April 20, the 
Chancellor inspected the "Horst Wes~el" 
Sq't1adron, which-according to the photo-
graphs-also appears to consist of twenty-
seven aircraft: eighteen of Arado type and 
eight ot nine of a somewhat more highly 
developed type. Quite recently, the Press 
announced that the Mecklenburg. Squadron 
would be known as the "Immelmann '' 
recognised. To overcome this difficulty it 
has been suggested that the League Council 
should decide. that the Convention is in-
compatible with the League Covenant, in 
that it restricts the liberty of action of the 
League, and that it should accordingly be 
abrogated in accordance with Article 20 of 
the Covenant under which States members 
agree "that this Covenant is accepted as 
abrogating all obligations or understandings 
inter se which are inconsistent with the 
terms thereof .•.• " 
But as . against this it has been pointed 
out in the Italian review Affari Esteri 
that the Convention of 1888 has been rec-
ognised in t wo places in the Treaty of 
Versailles and other peace treaties. It is 
argued, therefore, that a convention which 
is recognised in two places in the Treaty 
cannot be abrogated, on the grounds of in· 
consistency, under an earlier article in the 
same Treaty. An alternative proposal put 
forward is that the terms of the Convention 
of 1888 might be reconsidered under Article 
19 of the Covenant, which provides that 
"The Assembly may from time to time 
advise the r econsideration by members of 
the League of 'treaties which have become 
inapplicable .•. . " 
1 The Canal is administered by a Company 
registered in Paris, and subject partly to Egyp-
tian and partly t o French L aw. Of its 32 Direc-
tors, 21 are French, 10 British and one Dutch, 
The number of shares held by the Brit ish Gov-
ernment amounts to 44 per cent of the total. 
2 The Signatories of the Con ven tion, with the 
exception of Spain and the N etherlands. 
The IUustrated London News, Auo •. 81, 1935 
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---~-~-~-Squ~dn:n,_and t,l,'e Lower Saxony Squadron I weakness to preclude the po~sibility of their this respect in the middle of 1934? During 
as the •· Bolcke. vV c do not know whether 1 g1vmg anyone cause for anxwty. the last six years, the average annual budget 
these groups are already equipped, if not for I This weakness was easy to explain: given of the United States reached three mil-
fighting, at least for military training. the multiplicity of the tasks devolving .upon liards; France and Great Britain, two mil· 
Is the German air strength of to-day ian Air Force, and given a certain level of liards; Italy rather less than a milliard; 
limited to four squadrons each of twenty- ~ budgetary estimates, it was impossible for Germanv half a milliard from 1929 to 1933 
seven fighter aircraft? Undoubtedly, no. any country to do much better. In order to and 1260 millions in 1934.* 
But to what extent has this published get away from this mediocrity, which should Naturally, we cannot conclude from these 
strength already been exceeded? Perhaps I not have alarmed anyone, since it was figures that the technical activities and the 
none knows, save the German leaders them· general, it was first essential to obtain aircraft industries are simply proportional 
selves, but at least we may, at the moment higher Budget estimates. to the Budget estimates by which they 
-as a result of the debates in the British The Comparison of Air Budgets benefit. vVe can merely affirm that the 
fPmt·liahmetntt-h consi1der it Aa~ aFn estahlfislt1hed vVhat was each great nation spending on Italian Air Force, for example, even if it ac t a e m1 1tary 1r •orce o e ·t A" F . ]pf . J 1934 ? I-1 derives considerable benefit from its coun· H · l l t 800 ] · 1 s Ir orce ' 01 e une · , · ow try's resources, cannot he stronger than the 
eJcb1l< oestlntoh possfestsl B nt1alc 1AmesFcom· much is it preparing to spend .to-morrow? para e w1 1 ose o 1e n rs 1 Ir • orce. It . rl 1 .1 t I tl . b tl French or British Air Force, so long as the 
I dd .t" "t "ll b l d tl t f Is wor.l w ll e o mow us, ecause, 1e It J· B d t. l th h If b" n a 1 wn, 1 _wi e rema~· ce · 1a , so ar, question of immediate armament apart, an a>~an u ge IS ess an a as 1g as 
none of the lmlrtary umts m_Germany pos· increased Bud"et sio·nities in the lonrr run those of France or Britain 
sesses multt·seater fighter arrcraft such as " . do 0 t , "n On the othef hand, money cannot always 
those with which new armies of the air are an Increas .. e_ power 0 wage_ war. . lUS~ replace time. For this reason it may be 
equipped. Moreover a militarv Air Force under a re(~lllJe of unrestnc~ed natiOnal said that the aircraft industry of the Reich, 
t ]] · d . ' d - , d ' hbertv, and m the absence of mternatwnal 
acd ua_· 1y o1rgamsde m sqbula 1t·on~, _ana en1 on1·· 1 contrZJl, .an Air Force could, in the long nm, no matter how it may have been encouraged 
e w1t 1 t 1e. 111 1spensa e ra111mg. sc 100 s acquire a dan<>erous su eriorit and decide and assisted during the last eighteen months, 
and 111structwnal centres, cannot exist w1th· t 1.1. "t f " p y has not had sufficient time to attain perfec· 
I . . 1 f II 1. I f d ! . o u 1 1se 1 or aggresswn. t" t I h . t d . out w?r cmg 111 t 1e u . 1g 1t o ay am 111 Could it acquire this superiority at the ex· JOn; o aunc out 111 o mass· pro uct10n 
the an:; With pro.gress1ve umts equ;pped; pense of the State? yes; because through· and turn out speedily such complicated and 
and w1th staff officers and full per,onnel. out the world the aircraft industry is still a delicate parts as those from which super· 
The strength of the G_erman Military A1r State industry. We have, therefore, in the charged engines are made: we know full 
Force must, therefore, m due time be rank· nat!" .• B drrcts r · th . t" .t. , f th well that in our own case, just as in England 
d t bl . h , f t ons u b , o 111 e ac lVI 1cs o e I 1 U . d S' f . d I e among es a IS ea ac s. States presenting them, a particularly valu· anc t 1e mte • tates, years o 111 us tria 
Are Certain Air Forces More able basis on which to found estimates. It activity and several milliards of turnover 
Offensive Than Others? is according to tbe proportion of the public were necessary to establish such factories, 
The strengths of the Air Forces, no matter funds it receives that an aircraft industry set up the equipment, and organise staffs of 
how difficult and debatable their comparison can develop its equipment, improve its pro· engineers, foremen, and highly skilled Ia· 
may be, are, nevertheless, of public interest, duction technique, and z!erfect the indispens· hour; and that even such powerful organisa· 
for an Air Force is a weapon of attack, able mass-production of very complicated tion cannot execute orders as quickly as the 
aggression, and surprise. lt is essential, machinery·· for example, supercharged en· General Staffs place them. ""*A-mifliardO:ffrancs~lO,OOO,OOO pound; taking 
therefore, for us to know whether, at the gines. the franc at 100 to the pound sterling, 
present moment or to·monow, any nation How did the great Air Powers stand in (To be continued) 
possesses, or has the chance of possessing, _..:..:.:.:..;.:_.:.:..:.:....;.:.:..:.:....:;;::.;:.=:...:.=::...:..:.:...:.:.:..:...::=:::...::.:~------_;_::..::_,::::..:;:::.:::::~::_::::_ ____ _ 
THERE IS ONE WAY OUT: a huge number of aircraft with which (by being the first to take aggressive action) it 
could not only start a war, but, by immediate 
destruction and resultant panic, cause the 
scales to turn decisively in its favour. 
If all aircraft were of equal value, the 
comparative strengths given in the diagratns 
would be sufficient to reassure us. But are 
all aircraft of equal value? And, above all, 
given an equal number of aircraft, and those 
aircraft of equal technical value, is it not 
possible that the offensive value of any two 
Air Forces will differ considerably accord· 
ing to the methods and tactics employed? 
\'1 e are assured that certain Air Forces -
and particularly our own-have not yet ac· 
quired that full, free spirit of attack which 
an " Air Army" must possess : hence the 
weakness of our fighter squadrons. In other 
countries, on the contrary, and especially 
in Italy, the Air Force is said to be "entire· 
ly offensive," entirely organised for securing 
and retaining the '' inastcry of the air.n 
This is a thesis officially upheld in France 
last year. Now, on J nne 1, 193,1, the offen· 
sive strengths of the great European Air 
Forces could be compared as follows: 
France, 426 aircraft, of which 240 were night 
bombers.-Great Britain, 380 aircraft, of 
which 80 were night bombers.-ltaly, 330 
aircraft, of which 110 were night bombers. 
In these three countries, however, and 
especially in Italy and France, there was 
the question of ou t-of-date machines whose 
range and "destructive capacity" n'ere, on 
the whole, very weak. Accordingly, these 
"offensive" Air Forces lvere very IneUiocre, 
both in numbers and quality, and sufliciently 
comparable with each other as regards their 
Saving-Not Spending- Will Bring Reemployment 
By LEWIS W. DouGLAS the Spend-Your·Way·Out theory. Propo· 
I nents of this philosophy tell us that, if 
Never before in the history of this country everyone will only loosen up and spend a 
has there been such a conllict of economic little more, great gains in employment will 
thinking. In all the welter of nostrums, follow. \Ve are confronted on all sides by 
isms, and theories advanced as panaceas for slogans, such as 'Spend and Put l\1en Back 
our economic ills, there seems to be only to vVork,' 'Buy Now and Lick the De pres· 
one point on which nearly everyone is in sion.' The man who lives well within his 
agreement That point is that the solution income has come tQ be regarded as un· 
to the problem of unemployment is the solu· patriotic and as a slacker in the fight against 
tion of the depression. the depression. 
There may be a few people who hope Now this theory of spending till it hurts 
that unemployment will continue, so that sounds extremely plausible and logicaL If 
continued um·est will later give them an you spend $5.00 more (so the argument 
opportunity to impose some new social and runs) instead of saving it, someone has to 
economic system upon the country. But, make the article you purchase. If a million 
with the exception of this small group, other people each spend $5.00 more, an ad· 
nearly all thinking men and women realize ditional $5,000,000 worth of goods must be 
that our millions of unemployed people must produced, and this creates new work for 
be put back to work if we are to achieve which people must be employed. 
economic recovery. It sounds foolproof. A child can see the 
This is the test of all recovery efforts and point. And the argument can be presented 
policies. Obviously no country, no matter in A B C language. So naturally it has be· 
what its trade volume, can be said to have · come an extremely popular point of view. 
achieved recovery with one sixth of its The average man, however, although he 
working population unemployed. Converse· has perhaps accepted this theory, has been 
ly, if everyone has a job, the worst features a little puzzled by the sudden fashion in 
of depression disappear, even though the which thrift, which was formerly regarded 
total trade volume and total income of the as a virtue, has now been classified as a 
country may not be at a peal<. vice. He was taught all his life to be thrifty 
'1 he point on which people disagree so and save, and it is something of a shock to 
violently is how this oLjective of reemploy· him to discover now that saving is detri· 
ment can best be achieved. The theory en· mental to public welfare. 
joying the greatest vogue at the moment is Like so many unorthodox economic the· 
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ories, the Spend-Your-Way-Out theory is 
only superficially plausible. Its fallacy lies 
in its failure to recognize two important 
facts. The first of these is that the great 
bulk of existing unemployment is in indus· 
tries which make things that the individual 
consumer does not buy. The second is that 
savings do not represent sterile, locked-up 
funds, but funds which go into immediate 
circulation through some medium of invest-
ment. It might be well to consider the 
significance of these two facts before we 
blithely discard the national habit of saving. 
Perhaps a_ little sober reflection may even 
indicate that a dollar of saving can create 
more employment than a dollar of consumer 
spending. 
II 
The frantic exhortation of the public to 
spend more money is presumably based 
upon the belief that the consumption of 
goods by individuals has declined severely, 
and must be greatly increased if we are to 
achieve economic recovery. The actual 
facts do not support that contention. 
A study made by the Harvard School of 
Business, and published in August 1933, 
presents some very illuminating compari-
sons for consumption in leading classifica-
tions of goods during ·1932-which is still 
the low for the depression -as compared 
with 1928. This study shows that in 1932 
consumption_ of various classes of goods ex-
pressed in percentage of --1-928 consumption 
was as follows: wheat and flour, 90 per 
cent; butter, 105.6 per cent; silks_ and vel-
vets, 90.6 per cent; hosiery, 137.6 per cent; 
popular-priced dresses, 117.7 per cent; in-
fants' wear, 91.4 per cent; cigarettes, 97.8 
per cent; gasoline, 113.2 per cent. 
There has been, then, . during the depres-
sion, a relatively constant consumption of 
goods of the sort purchased by individuals. 
On the other hand, the consumption of capital 
goods -- that is, durable goods, such as ma· 
chinery, building materials, and so forth-
was found to have declined almost65 per cent. 
When consideration is given to the fact that 
during normal periods the value of capital 
goods produced in this country every year is 
approximately equal to the total value of all 
goods consumed by individuals, the signifi-
cance of the 65 per cent decline in the out-
put of capital goods becomes apparent. 
Furthermore, it would seem logical that 
most of the country's unemployment must 
be centred in the capital-goods industries. 
This is the case. For, while employment in 
industries making goods for individual con· 
sumption has declined only 16 per cent, 
employment in the capital-goods industries 
has declined more than 50 per cent. 
From these facts it becomes apparent that 
the primary problem is to create reemploy· 
ment in the capital-goods industries. Ad-
vocates of increased spending believe that 
this can be done by stimulating consumer 
purchases. If everyone will buy more cloth-
ing, they argue, more machinery and equip-
ment will be needed to produce such addi-
tional clothing. The purchase of such equip-
ment will directly increase the volume of 
business in the capital-goods industries, and 
will permit such industries, in turn, to 
employ more people. 
Unfortunately it does n't work that way 
in most cases. Nearly all of the businesses 
which produce goods for individual con-
sumption can greatly increase their present 
A Philosopher Looks at America 
By C. E. M. Joad 
Author: Liberty Today 
The -first glance confirmed and endorsed 
all that one had already heard. America, 
dispassionately considered, the most sur-
prising of countries, contains the fewest 
surprises. From the moment of arrival 
there was a disconcerting feeling of famili-
arity. I had, I felt, met all this before in 
the books in which English visitors of my 
sort had recorded their impressions, and 
in the books of protest and repugnance 
which Americans had written about them-
selves. All the familiar stage properties 
of the critics and the moralists duly appear-
ed on the American stage- the lack of 
moderation, the worship of machines, the 
mystical reverence for speed, the continual 
saving of time by people who, nevertheless, 
never had time to spare, the recognition of 
money as the only criterion of worth, the 
flocks of women at lectures pathetically 
endeavoring to do the correct thing by 
"getting right" with culture, the crudity, 
the enthusiasm, the deafening conversa-
tions of simultaneous talkers and no listen-
ers-not one was missing. America I had 
been taught to regard as the perfect theme 
for satire. But America cannot be satiriz-
ed, for the reality outruns and outfaces the 
satirist. The bookstore which informed 
me in a moment of confidence that between 
a third and a· quarter of its trade consisted 
of orders for volumes of specified weights, 
heights, color and bulk for purposes of 
interior decoration-it confessed to having 
done very well since the slump with a 
special cheap line of dummy books, all 
backs and covers and no contents-the 
autograph hunter who approached me after 
a lecture with a tome of technical meta-
physics under her arm, and to my. query 
"wouldn't she find the book, perhaps, a 
little heavy going?" replied, "Well, !think 
you ought to know, Mr. Joad, that we don't 
really read your books. What we want is 
your autograph, and it happens that this 
big book of yours exactly fits my color 
scheme of interior decoration" -these 
things cannot be satirized; they can only 
be recorded. Beyond satire too; is the 
universal distortion of values of a civiliza-
tion which, while supplying cheap and 
production without adding to their produc-
tive facilities. 
This is not merely a theoretical argument; 
actual experience confirms it. In the spring 
of 1931, for instance, the Government paid 
one billion dollars to Veterans in the form 
of a cash bonus. Immediate increases oc-
curred in the sale of automobiles and other 
types of consumer goods. But no corres-
ponding increase in the sale of capital goods 
resulted, nor did the increased consumer 
spending increase employment in the capital-
goods industries. This same failure of in-
creased consumer spending to stimulate 
demand or employment in the capital-goods 
industries has again been apparent in the 
past two years. Aided by forced draft 
methods, consumer spending has increased. 
But again no corresponding increase has 
been felt in the capital-goods industries. 
Unemployment in such industries continues 
at almost record levels. 
(To be continued) 
The Allantic Monthly, New York, Sept. 
abundant electric light in those well-warm-
ed rooms in which the English sweat and 
suffocate, has made of the natural act of 
sitting undisturbed in converse or silent 
meditation in the sun an expensive luxury 
which is beyond the reach of all but the 
very rich. 
But these things, as I say, are stock-in-
trade of every literary Vieux jeu. They 
form part of the commentator upon Amer-
ica. Hence, while I confirm, I do not wish 
to repeat them. But though these familiar 
strictures faithfully reproduce the basic 
outlines of the American scene, and reflect 
the more obvious colorings of the surface 
picture, they by no means complete it. 
There is another side to the picture. For, 
immediately I reflect on my American ex-
periences, memories come crowding in 
upon me to give the stock generalizations 
of the English lecturer the lie. America, 
as its inhabitants are never tired of telling 
its visitors, is a big country, a continent 
stretching right across the northern hemis-
phere ·_ did I not myself move in four days 
from a temperature twenty-eight degrees 
below zero at Montreal to one of eighty in 
the shade at New Orleans? -imd no gener-
alization is wide enough to embrace a 
hemisphere. It is, moreover, still the melt-
ing-pot of the races, and what is true of 
one strand of its many-colored rope of 
peoples is ludicrously false of another. 
Thus it is said that Americans cannot rest, 
and that their civilization is without quiet 
and serenity. Broadly this is true, yet 
there was a New England village I visited 
in Maine which, with its central green, its 
great old trees clustering round its little 
white church, looked for all the world like 
a village in my own country before the 
cars had found and transformed it. It was, 
I was told, one of a hundred like it. It is 
said that money is accepted as the main, 
if not the sole, criterion of social value, 
and that men seek to acquire dollars as the 
sign of prowess in the battle of life, the 
only one which their community would be 
prepared to recognize and honor. Yet in 
New Orleans I met a jolly little chattering 
woman who was to be seen everywhere in 
the best society of the place, at parties, 
dinners, expeditions, races, and worked 
for a few dollars ·a week in an antique 
shop. She belonged, I was told, to an old 
family which had lost all its money, but 
the open avowal of the fact seemed no 
more to incommode her than it prevented 
her well-to-do friends from making her 
one of the most popular personalities in 
the city. 
The Sinister Beauty and Arrogance 
of New York ••• 
American cities, it is said, are very ugly. 
Concerned to perfect the means for the 
good life, Americans have no concern for 
the good life itself, for which they have so 
elaborately prepared; for beauty, for ex-
ample, and foi: the part played by beauty 
of environment in moulding the soul of 
man. And even as I hasten to endorse the 
judgment, I remember the Lake Front of 
Chicago. New York is, I think, a beautiful 
city, but its beauty is widely recognized. 
Also it is in some respects a sinister beauty, 
a monument to the pride and power of 
man. It is touched with a certain arrog-
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ance. "This world," it seems to say, "is I not too busy getting the means to make I bors, to stay away from Church in ever-
the only world, and steel, speed and effici- life possible to spare time and thought for : increasing numbers, and to have produced 
ency are its gods." living. Old houses of mellowed brick with a younger generation whose main concern 
Such is the spirit of New York, and as it their pillars and spacious por ticoes, palm is not to let you leave their cocktail parties 
thrusts its lovely towering buildings ever trees, blossoming shrubs and the wide without first assuring you of their vicious-
higher into the sky it seems as if it were • green spaces of the public parks help to ness. My main contention, nevertheless, 
thrusting away the world of the spirit, lest make New Orleans one of the most visual- remains unchanged, and it is time that I 
its solicitations should interfere with the ly attractive cities of the world, as the sought to implement it. I must illustrate 
efficient conduct of business. New York ready hospitality of its people make it one it, first, by what I fear is a platitude. The 
does not tum its back upon God; it pushes of the pleasantest for the visiting stranger. platitude consists simply in affirming the 
him away. Whether there in fact be God Here, too, are poets and artists following obvious fact th;at Americans, in many re-
or not I do not know, but this much at the great tradition of those who cultivate spects past the pioneering stage, still pus-
least is borne in upon the visiting stranger, the Beautiful and the True with the care- sess the pioneer virtues. What are these ? 
that, if God there be, there is no place in free abandon of poets and artists all the -Generosity, hospitality, geniality, socia-
the world which thrusts him so far away world over. (I was, however, distressed to bility, general willingness to help, a r eadi-
as New York. Those towering, glittering I learn that one of the most successful of ness to welcome the stranger and an an-
edifices are altogether too self-assured. It the former, perhaps the best-known poet xiety to make him feel at home. These 
is almost as if a lot of little boys had been in America, had sold only a hundred and virtues are, no doubt, elementary. They 
"cocking snooks" at the Almighty. . . . fifty copies of his latest, and, so I was as- are, as I say, preeminently the virtues of 
For the beauty of the Lake Front at sured, most important book.) Here, too, pioneers. Yet they are singularly lacking 
Chicago I was wholly unprepared. It is not are novelists not slavishly following Euro- from the make-up of most Europeans to-
merely that it is formal, spacious, shapely. pean models, but carving out for them- day, who honor them for the most part 
It is not even that the University, the Li- selves a new tradition for the novel, and only with their lips. 
braries, the Schools of Art, Science, Indus- though I am personally too old and sunk For example, when an Englishman tells 
try and Technology form a noble array of in the traditions of the past to appreciate me "I am delighted to see you. I hope 
buildings, finely planned and laid out on a the calculated crudities, the deliberate you have had a pleasant voyage," I regard 
scale of magnificent amplitude; it is not primitiveness, of a Fa ulkner or a Heming· his words merely as a series of conven-
even that the view of the city from the way, I recognize that · with them a new tiona! noises, a way of getting on terms, of 
grounds of the Stadium reveals a skyline force has come into the field of literature. endeavoring to put himself at ease with 
as imposing as and more impressive, be- And here let me say that there seemed to me, as two dogs meeting will smell one 
cause less crowded, than that of New York. me to be in contemporary America a really another to find out whether they belong to 
More important than any of these things, new and vital art. Let us suppose that the same type and species. But when 
which one has, after all, a right to expect knowing nothing of American literature Americans said precisely the same thing 
from one of the world's greatest · cities, is one were to ask oneself the question, I found out that they really were delighted, 
the fact that some of the individual build- "what sort of thing is this civilization, that the assurance that their hope was 
ings are in themselves beautiful. The young and crude, vigorous and bustling fulfilled really gave them satisfaction. A 
Planetarium is shapely and well-propor- and energetic, likely to produce in the way European will say to a stranger: "You 
tioned, the Stadium impresses by its sheer of imaginative art, assuming that it were must come and see me sometime. Mean-
size, but the Aquarium, perfectly propor- to produce anything at all ?" And the while, is there anything I can do to help 
tioned and exhibiting a beauty of line I answer, I think, would be " it would, with you ?" The stranger, if he is wise, will 
whose significance is inescapable, is a luck, produce a robust literature in which refrain from taking him at his word. But 
miracle of loveliness. Driving along figures of a stark simplicity, larger than an American acquaintance would not only 
the Front, past the colored vistas of the life size as the figures of an Aeschylean express the wish that I should come and 
World's Fair, the visitor gets an impression tragedy are larger, are moved by elemental see him, he would insist upon my gratify-
of architectural spaciousness enriched by passions to apparently predestined ends." ing it, and, in order that there should be 
occasional buildings of simple beauty, the We are all puppets, it seems, twitched into no possibility of mischance, would send his 
total impression of which engenders an ex- love and war by an invisible showman who car to fetch me, and on the r are occasions 
cited delight that I have felt in few of the pulls the strings. Such was the teaching when he let me go back, would send it to 
world's cities. I have felt it in Paris, driv- of the tragedy of the Greeks, and the note take me back again. 
ing up the Champs Elysees to the Arc de recurs in the works of such writers as Similarly with the European's pious hope 
Triomphe. I have felt it in Leningrad sail- Dreiser and Hemingway and Faulkner. In that he may help or be of service to the 
ing up the Neva under the perpetual sunset these works the simplicity of the thought, stranger. Now the American really do2s 
of the white nights of summer through the the energy of the thinkers, recall almost help ; he is of service. He will look out 
long avenue of eighteenth-century palaces. inevitably the characters of Homer and trains for you, see that you catch them, 
I have not felt it in London .. .. Many of Aeschylus. T o read them after reading take pains to instruct you in his complex 
the buildings of Chicago seem to have the novels of Henry James is to enter a 1 railway system, tell you where to shop, 
taken those of Ancient Greece as their different world, a world which for good or i where to feed, deal on your behalf with his 
model; nor do they always disgrace their evil is symptomatic of what is and what ' own formidable and frequently impolite 
originals. is coming, as his world is a fading memory officials (who always, by the way, assume 
The New and Vital Art of America . • . of what has been and is gone. that you ar~ a crook, swindler, liar and 
New Orleans, too, rebukes the stock America Still Possesses the Pioneer ~heat, . who IS only to be preven_ted from 
Virtues • . • 1mposmg upon them by the exerc1se of the 
generalizations of the American lecturer. . utmost vigilance and most ruthless demean 
For that city of the south seemed as differ- . I come finally to the q~es_t10n of moral 1 on their part ), post your letters, send your 
ent as it could well be from what I had VIrtue. I know_ t~at there IS 111 Amenca no 11 telegrams, arrange for you to meet the 
seen in the North or the Middle West. lt tradition of dismterested public serv1ce, people you want to meet give parties in 
was not, I should say, a highly . cultivated that men enter politics not for the ~ake of your honor, see that you' play the games 
city, but it knew something of the arts of what they can do for the commumty, but you want to play, and lend you clothes to 
life. Its inhabitants refused to immolate for the sake _of what they can get out of play them in. Now the cumulative effect 
themselves entirely on the altar of money- the commumty, that bnbery IS the key to of all this is very stroncr! 
making. They were not always taking advancement, that robbery and murder . " . . 
thought for the morrow, nor did they spend stalk abroad the cities . . . . Nevertheless, Amenca n Co~versatwn ts Dull 
their lives continually training for a race I think that the Americans are in the strict but Kmdly • • • 
that is never r un. On the contrary, they sense of the word a good people. I do not Secondly, Americans seem to me to be 
ate, drank, sunned themselves, and made mean merely that they are sexually conti· in a surpnsing degree chan table and kmd· 
love with the same easy acceptance of the nent, or that they sedulously attend places ly in their attitude to each other. They 
good things of life that graces the Italians of worship, or that they pride themselves I think well of one another whenever they 
and the southern French. In New Orleans, on their reputation for virtue. On the 1 can, and speak we!!, even when they must 
too, there is visual beauty and the happy ' contrary, they seem to me to be sexually speak better than they think. T his chari-
recognition of beauty by a leisurely people, neither better nor worse than their neigh , tableness of conversation is rendered easier 
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by their comp紅副velack of wit. It is町民うJ 編輯室から rG' I Read the book 
to be witty， if yひuconsent to be malicious; I 
hard to make righteousness readable， or I 関際聯取の決議。勧告に濁して少しも耳
even hearable. Am巴ri~an ~or:ve~sation. is 1た蒸す事のなかっt:ム;:1y ~ユイが、英図海
as a result often dull，Mt itbalmost in-|軍のデモνストv-vョνの前l二紛れ亡ろ
22l出器zrlZ712;:Z2422;:|持示し来つれ事lt、伊z雨図紛争のt:-どる
ωry things abo刷 heirf巾~d-;;-Î:;~-hi~d-th~irIべき道沿暗示して居1.dp!こ見える。三十高の
backs， and 1 found， much ωmy surprise， 1兵私自正に動員して居る手前と、今迄再三再四
that one of the reasons why they did not 1聯盟の提言ら馬耳東風と聞き流しt:手前約
say them was that they apparently did not 1四十年前伊太利軍がアド Yで zチオピア寧
th~~~ the~. •• "T _ '，. 1のt:め1:一敗地lこまみれて居る手前、振りあ‘So and so is a lovely person，" 1 would 1 ~:;;~:;:~-
beωtd. Or “You m凶 tmeet Mrs.x.|げ7こ多か其f護l二引込も、事1:1:出来fよからうが、
She's simply swell!" Or aga叫“Mr.YJ'lさりとて英図海軍の強盛た知らん飯lこア 7
who has done this， that or the other，“;s [ 1)方政策ル強行すZ事も難しからうし、外に
one of our finest men." As the increasing 1英闘も宗主とする聯盟の制裁の可能性色、内
difficulty of hearing of any American who 1二財政的破絞ら控へて、.4;:1j1)ニイ首相此
W鎚 not“lovely，"“swell" or “負~e" "':~s [底思案の投首と云ふ所であらう。然し乍らア
befoγeヲout，αlk 
o.fJa;やαη o.fTod.αヲ
SU~~l/l 
S"'~TtilSIS 
AStects 0/ 
Changing Jaρan 出すiAJ官122Jζ出ザigiY2112iFYの恥如何ぜんーで、伊箪がアドPまで
批 S昭 arof these 目白ssive 戸制~~~:"ÎI議出して敗戦の恥もす Lぐと同時l二今後の
日52抗ふl;J232r盟主 27i;ぽ-ょlT225227?ljJfム誌も君臨ttZl(移り行〈日本の姿)
1 realized that this was not“gush" (or n()t 1今後もよえ伊関た抑へ得んか、老大帝図イギ
alwa戸). It .w~s not ~y~o<;risy.tha.t made [甲スの図際的地位1:1:千鈎の重みた加へるで
Americans desirous of givi暗 t_h_~_ i~R_r~~_'1 あらう巻頭の丈z図の劉伊戟軍略た設明ぜ
f liki暗 andadmiri昭 each.ot~er; [。ー
山 y代悶a叫lydωid like臼 an凶da凶.dm叫 eeachot出heぽf.|るものiはI高 開戟の揚合iに二奥味力がミあると恩
1 waおsf“O 代rce吋dtωoc∞o叩n悶叫du凶det白ha抗tt白h削o
t闘a叩nd白a凶ぱ c凶d此出t凶1に悶cα1崎川smm might be lw，the!河1:1:闘際法上如何なる位置た持っか、合法的
native kindlinessぱ Ameぽncan凶sis h氾h~ [ 1こ閉鎖され待合的¥ル検討しれもので、一八
They are，it seems，imt1nctively well dis-|八八年に締結されれ「ス zズ運河の自由航行
pωdωeach other. This ぬ e~p~~i;iiyI !二闘する僚約」か引用 L、且つ従来の事例ら
true of women. In Europe evぽ);~~~~~ [例議してJ.(問題の大慌た志して居ると忍
is every other woman's instinctive enemy. 1ふ。
In America women band to酔thぽ i[~"~l~bs: I 先月就から連載してあるr7ラνス人のDR
and crowd happily ωleCHIrmmd sofar |た遇して見沢航空軍備競争Jlt今月競ではド。 th~ÿJd~-n;t-~~t;~~ii;~IÌy;ci Iイク空軍の事与述べて後、各岡空軍の戦闘カ
inevitably grudge， backbite a吋 envyon巴|比較の問題が只7ご単に航空機の数iこ依つt:
nother. They actually s巴巴mωiik~ e~~h [丈で1:1:不完全で機の新蓄、各関空軍の用ひん
other. Now， ofwhat other people ぬ thi~[ 1:.する戦法及び今明日の空軍私設約する空t;~;? ~，~..， ，，- "A._~ ，， ~~A__ r--r---- ~----l 軍藤主主等の要素た考慮に入れるべき事た論
|じて屑ろ。来月続で完結の筈。America~ ~~~~~:est in Public I r不況唯一の逃げ道Jの著者門グヲス教授
Affairs • • • I '1目下米関経済卒者中有数の士、米闘の繁祭
America at the moment is s"Yilyed !?y. an 1策1:tr費消l二非ず、節約二そ失業もなくする
unpreced巴ntedinterest in public a妊airs~1道」なリとの、行文簡潔l二して、明快楽しんで
and the inte日st~s no.t l!mit~d to t~ose .of 1読める文字である。
America. America， in fact，_ is ceasin~ for 1 其次の「ー哲奉者の米図滋J1:1:勿論題1雑
the first timeωbe a political parish. Some 1誌祉のつげTこものであるが、著者1:1:英図哲摩
recognition of the outer ~orld there _~as， 1界の者宿とし、卒明1J1.>当主の中iこ穏かなる公
of course， always b巴en. Tlle lea~ing New 1卒さら示して暗示する所が多し、。些細な鮎乍
Y ork and Boston papers hav百 foryears 1ら桑きl二ドイクの批評家エミ-)いかードウ
past contained more foreign news than 1イYヒが米閣のスカイスグ V ーバー l二割し
those of any other country， while the Am: 1て多 Cの美ら見出し特にγ カゴの湖濯のス
erican monthlies with their serious and Iカイライ;./1J? '/J肘ごしく美しいものとしれ勤
well.informed articles have habitually com. 1 1雨者精通?るものがある。最も注意た引く
manded a circulation which would make 1の氏、米関文化の解剖lこ蛍ってせキラりせー
the editor of the average English monthly Iγォνの危険ル車染返し強調ぜる鮎である。葦
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A fresh pieture of lapan from a novel angle. 
The }apan he writes about is not the sort of a guide-book. Sevente巴nyears' 
residence has acquainted the author with the peculiar ways of life and the char-
aéteri~tic mode of thinking of ]apanese， and he records them humourously in the 
Book with utmost candour. 
A shrewd observer， he五日dsmany occasions for sarasm upon the distortion 
and topsy-turvy state of things prevalent in the 'country， yet the whole book 
reveals the author to be a happy resident among the }apanese， one who can 
appreciate the real things J apanese. 
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This book is αsurvey of the 
αmαzing industrial revolution 
αchieved by the rising young 
giαnt of the E<αst，仰 d.Ic叩αn's
newplαceαsα world power. 
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